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Abstract 
Indonesia is an archipelago with only 30% landmass, hence inter-island transport and fisheries are important sectors. Boats used 
by fishermen and to transport goods as well as people across Indonesia’s many islands are mainly small to medium sized timber 
boats of up to 30 gross weight tonnes (GWT). Large sized timber beams are needed for the boat keel and frames. However, since 
2007 logging was banned in the Nanggroe Aceh Darusalam (NAD) region. This has resulted in scarcity and increased timber 
costs for conventional timber boat builders in the area. Hence other suitable substitute materials, in lieu of timber, should be 
explored to build fishermen’s purse seine boats. In this study, we explore an innovative use of reinforced concrete as substitute 
for large size timber keel and boat hull frames of purse seine fishermen boats. As far as we are aware, this type of exploration 
study specific for purse seine boats in NAD is unprecedented. Our analysis indicates that using concrete frame provides better 
stability and adds to the boat’s strength as well as extends its life use. Further, reinforced concrete can be a more cost efficient 
material to substitute for boat timber frame. Leaner reinforced concrete beams can be used compared to timber beams. The cost 
savings of using concrete for the boat frame in lieu of timber frame is estimated to be around 15%. Construction time to build a 
boat using reinforced concrete frame can be reduced by almost half compared to conventional timber frame boat of the same size. 
The findings of this exploratory study can contribute to enrich innovations in civil engineering construction, sustain the 
traditional purse seine boat building industry, and ultimately the livelihood of fishermen in NAD region. Findings can also be 
potentially further explored for application to other type of traditional timber boat construction for inter-island sea transportation 
services of goods and people in Indonesia, and perhaps also for other archipelago developing nations as well. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of The 5th International Conference of Euro Asia Civil Engineering 
Forum (EACEF-5). 
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1. Introduction 
Timber boats have been used throughout Indonesia’s many islands for centuries to transport goods and people as 
well as for fishing. Traditionally these boats have been built by skilled traditional boat builders without (western) 
naval architecture based rules. For many generations in the past, large sized timber used for boat frames were easily 
available and plentiful in nearby forests, and in close proximity to the coastal areas where boats were built using 
traditional ways and equipment. Lack of adequate seaport infrastructure in many of Indonesia’s coastal areas allows 
mostly use of traditional medium and small sized boats for shipping transportation. For this reason, small and 
medium sized timber boats has been an integral part of the sea transport vessel in Indonesia and this is expected to 
continue to be still the case for several more years ahead. 
However due to government regulations that restrict logging and transport of logs outside its origins, traditional boat 
builders now face rising timber costs and scarcity of large size beams. It is therefore useful to investigate use of 
alternate suitable substitute materials in lieu of timber for building traditional timber boats. 
That said, the recent government regulation, Marine and Fisheries Ministerial Regulation No. 22 of 2015 (Permen 
KP No.22/PERMEN-KP/2015) banned the use of specific trawl fishing gears (pukat hela, cantrang). However, it 
does not mean that fishermen should stop fishing as it is their livelihood. They only need to ensure that the fishing 
equipment used to catch fish comply with regulations set out by the Ministry of Marine and Fisheries. As fishing 
boats are primary to fishermen’s livelihood, its existence, affordability and sustainability are critical to fishermen 
and their families as well as for Indonesia’s fishing industry. Hence it is the aim of this study to explore use of 
reinforced concrete for boat keel and frames in lieu of large sized timber for traditional boats. Results of this study 
found that reinforced concrete can be a suitable alternate material for boat keel and frame. The rest of this study is 
organized as follows. Section 2 provides the study background followed by section 3 outlining the research 
methodology used. The research analysis is presented in Section 4 and Section 5 provides the results.   
2. Background 
Indonesia is an archipelago with only 30% of its area consisting of landmass and the majority 70% comprising 
seawater, as seen in Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1. Map of Indonesia. 
Therefore, inter-island transport of goods and people, as well as fisheries are important in terms of connectivity 
and for Indonesia’s overall growth. While Indonesia has approximately 120 million ha of forests, currently the 
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depletion of its forest is moving at an alarming rate. More than 2 million ha of forest is depleted annually. Further, 
illegal logging is also a high level issue, both at the national and international levels and this affects the local 
traditional timber boat building industry. Most of the boats used by fishermen and to transport goods as well as 
people across Indonesia’s many islands are classified as medium sized boats by the Government’s National Bureau 
of Shipping Classification (an agency under the Ministry of Transport). They are vessels of approximately 30 gross 
weight tonnes (GWT) size. Such boats are almost always built using timber material and since it has now become 
more difficult to build these boats due to scarcity and rising timber costs especially after the Governor of Aceh 
issued a ban (Governor of Aceh instruction no.05/INSTR/2007) on logging across Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam 
(NAD) region in 2007. Therefore, this triggered our interest to explore other suitable substitute materials in lieu of 
timber for timber fishing boats building especially in the NAD region.  A traditional boat construction and a typical 
fishermen trawler boat can be seen in Fig. 2. In line with the current government’s priority to strengthen Indonesia’s 
maritime sector, and for Indonesia’s fishermen to be more in control of Indonesia’s own marine riches, our aim is to 
encourage building more efficient and sustainable fishermen timber boats that can operate well in the NAD fisheries 
region. 
 
(a)       (b) 
Fig. 2. (a) Traditional timber boat construction; (b) Fishermen timber trawler boat (purse seine). 
Source: authors’ collection. 
3. Research Methodology 
3.1. Data Collection 
The data collection included direct surveys to get primary data of the ship construction and dimensions.  We also 
did desk studies to gather secondary data.   The direct surveys were implemented for our months, on site in Banda 
Aceh, Sumatera and in Java at Muara Angke (North Jakarta), as well as Pekalongan, Central Java. Our desk studies 
reviewed reports by consultants of Ministry of Marine and Fisheries as well as Bureau of Maritime Classification 
Indonesia in Jakarta.  Findings from direct surveys indicated the traditional timber boat size used by fishermen in the 
area, specifically purse seine vessels in NAD are boats of up to 30 GWT.  The boats generally have the following 
dimensions: length of 20m, width of 6.5m and draft of 1.5m.  As for the boat’s keel, the beam used is normally large 
sized, 25cm by 35cm (25/35), and the boat’s frames consist of relatively large sized beams with dimensions of 8/15 
and 10/15. In parallel, we also reviewed studies on purse seine boats [1‒4]. 
3.2. Research Framework 
Based on the boat dimensions from the data collected, the weight of the boat’s keel and frames were calculated to 
get a comparable gross weight for the alternative reinforced concrete beams. A computer model was used to design 
the reinforced concrete alternative boat keel and frames. The computer model showing the boat’s keel and frames is 
presented in Fig. 3. 
 

















Legend:       and      indicate boat keel and frame respectively using reinforced concrete material as substitute of 
timber. 
Fig. 3. Computer model of boat using reinforced concrete material for boat keel and frame. 
4. Technical Analysis  
We analysed the boat safety and strength as well as its stability by testing for the loads that the boat is subjected 
to. There are three main load components in our study: 
1) The dead load (DL) consisting of the boat’s own weight and the weight of static load on board such as engine, 
anchor, etc.  
2) Live load (LL) consisting of dynamic/live load such as boat crew, drinking water, fuel, ice, load catch, etc. 
3) Wave load (WL)  
The first two are classified as load within the boat and the last one is the external force on the boat.  However, we 
note that there is no wave loads available in the Indonesian standard code for concrete structures, SNI [5].  
Therefore, to estimate the wave force in our structural analysis, we used a combination of earthquake and wind loads 
to proxy shear stress loading based on the Indonesian standard for concrete structures [6‒8]. 
The model for loading that include earthquake (temporary) load is defined in equation 1 below. 
ELLDL 0.10.12.1     (1) 
Next we apply wind load, and the model for the load combination that includes wind load is 
)(8.06.12.1 windWLLDL     (2) 
Finally we have the combination load model used in our study is  
WLLLDL 9.06.12.1     (3) 
The wave load used in our analysis is the external forces that impacts on the vessel, consisting of (i) wind and 
wave force, and (ii) buoyancy. The wind and wave force is estimated according to the wind speed and wave height 
characteristics in the area where the boat operates.  We used data from Lampulo Aceh with wind speed of 6.15knots, 
T=6.7sec, and wave height of 1.5m.  This translates to wind and wave of 1,023kg/m2. Based on the density of 
seawater 1.03tonnes/m3 or 1,030kg/m3, the acceleration due to gravity=9.8m/s2, the magnitude of the buoyancy force 
is estimated to be 388,114.3kg [4]. 
Table 1. Boat Loading Test Condtions 
Boat Load 1.2 DL + 1.6 LL+0.9WL and 1.2DL+1.6LL 
Load variation Returning with full catch load (kg/cm2) Departing with full supplies (kg/cm2) 
stern 0 225 
midship 15,555 1,500 
bow 1,125 6,150 
Note: Wave1,023 kg/m2  and buoyancy 388,114.3 kg 
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5. Results 
The results are summarized in tables 2 and 3. As seen from the tables, the reinforced concrete beams have the 
desired boat strength characteristics. The results of the stress tests on the concrete structure of the boat (keel and 
frame elements) are found to be within the maximum permited strength band. 
Table 2. Results of boat strength analysis 
In Table 3, the deflection recorded at its maximum is at the mid ship section of the keel because of the bearing on 
the stern and bow of the boat. The maximum deflection found is 2.0072cm and this is well within the permitted 
deflection of 5.25 cm (=1/400 of Length Over All or LOA) according to the Indonesian standard for beam structures, 
SNI. 
The economics of using reinfoirced concrete material for the boat’s keel and frames can be seen from the leaner 
beams compared to using timber beams. The relatively shorter period of construction is another advantage of using 
reiforced concrete keel and boat frames. Thus the innovative use of reinforced concrete for fishermen boats for 
sustainability of the traditional fishing boat construction industry merits serious consideration from not only 
practioners and academicians, but alsogovernment ministries. 
Table 3. Results comparing analysis tests of timber and reinforced concrete boat keel and frames 
Load model 
1,2 DL+ 1,6 LL+ 0,9 WL 
Timber Boat Reinforced concrete  
boat frame 
Safety Stadards/ Regulation and remarks 








Boat weight Up to 30 GWT  Up to 30 GWT  Biro Klasifikasi Indonesia. 
Wave loading condition wind speed 6.15 knots 
wave height of 1.5m 
waves force 1,023.94 kg/m2 
wind speed 6.15 knots 
wave height of 1.5m 
waves force 1,023.94 kg/m2 
Using data from Lampulo, NAD. 
Availability of large sized 
beams 
Difficult due to logging ban Reatively easy to construct Govenor Instruction no.5/2007 banning 
logging in NAD 
Deflection - Keel  2.0072 cm 5.25 cm (1/400 LOA). 
Dimension of  Keel beam 25/35 and 23/35 17/50 Use of reinforced concrete material result 
in more economical size beams. Dimension of  boat frame 
beam 
25/35 and 23/35 
8/15 and 10/15 
15/25 
6/15 
Volume of Keel beam 2.35 m3 2.25 m3 Using reinforced concrete result in 
reduced volume material use. Volume of  boat frame beam 4.06 m3 2.44 m3 
Boat construction time Approx. 4 months 
 
Approx. 2 months Boat construction time can be significantly 
reduced using prefabricated elements of 




hull strength  
(kg/cm2) 
boat frame strength (kg/cm2)) hull strength  
(kg/cm2) 
boat frame strength (kg/cm2) 
Shell 1.2 DL + 1.6 LL+0.9WL   
Returning with full catch load 
1.2 DL + 1.6 LL+0.9WL   
Returning with full catch load 
1.2 DL + 1.6 LL+0.9WL   
Departing with full supplies 
1.2 DL + 1.6 LL+0.9WL   
Departing with full supplies 
stern medium high medium medium 
midship medium high medium medium 
bow high high medium high 
Frame     
stern small small small small 
midship medium medium small medium 
bow high medium small high 
Legend: small < 100 kg/cm2 
medium = between 100 kg/ cm2 to 300 kg/ cm2 
High>300 kg/ cm2 
Overstress > 410 kg/ cm2 
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